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Abstract

The spiking neural network (SNN) using leaky-integrated-
and-fire (LIF) neurons has been commonly used in automatic
speech recognition (ASR) tasks. However, the LIF neuron is
still relatively simple compared to that in the biological brain.
Further research on more types of neurons with different
scales of neuronal dynamics is necessary. Here we introduce
four types of neuronal dynamics to post-process the sequen-
tial patterns generated from the spiking transformer to get
the complex dynamic neuron improved spiking transformer
neural network (DyTr-SNN). We found that the DyTr-SNN
could handle the non-toy automatic speech recognition task
well, representing a lower phoneme error rate, lower com-
putational cost, and higher robustness. These results indicate
that the further cooperation of SNNs and neural dynamics at
the neuron and network scales might have much in store for
the future, especially on the ASR tasks.

Introduction
In recent years, the spiking neural network (SNN) has re-
ceived extensive attention for its remarked lower compu-
tational cost on various machine learning tasks, includ-
ing but not limited to spatial image classification, tempo-
ral auditory recognition, event-based video recognition, and
reinforcement-learning based continuous control (Tang et al.
2021). This progress in SNNs is contributed partly by the
mathematical optimization algorithms borrowed from the ar-
tificial neural network (ANN), e.g., the approximate gradi-
ent in backpropagation (BP), various types of loss defini-
tion and regression configuration, and more importantly, by
some key computational modules inspired from the biologi-
cal brain, e.g., the receptive-field-like convolutional circuits,
self-organized plasticity propagation (Zhang et al. 2021a),
heterogeneity of artificial neurons for the robust computa-
tion (Perez-Nieves et al. 2021), and other multi-scale inspi-
ration from the single neuron or synapse to the network or
cognitive functions.
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However, many key modules in SNNs are relatively sim-
ple, which stops their further improvement of accuracy, ro-
bustness, and efficiency. For example, the leaky-integrated-
and-fire (LIF) neuron is commonly used in conventional
SNNs, mainly caused of their simplicity and efficiency dur-
ing network learning. Similar to it, integrated and fire (IF)
neuron is also generally used in many ANN-to-SNN conver-
sion algorithms, partly caused by the mathematical equiva-
lence of activation functions between IF in SNN and recti-
fied linear unit (ReLU) in ANN.

Neuronal dynamics and neuronal heterogeneity are im-
portant features for efficient sequential information process-
ing (Izhikevich 2003) and robust computation (Perez-Nieves
et al. 2021). The spiking neuron with different dynamics in
the biological brain is usually considered the basic build-
ing block to support cognitive functions at higher scales.
More biologically plausible features, such as network topol-
ogy and plasticity-based learning algorithms, are also very
important but will not be further discussed in this study.
The SNN is considered the third-generation ANN (Maass
1997), guiding the conventional ANN to the goal of bio-
logically plausible machine intelligence. The SNN could in-
corporate spatial and temporal information at multi scales,
making them efficient in many cognitive functions, includ-
ing but not limited to the spatial or temporal information sen-
sation, working memory formation with various dynamics,
and complex decision-making based on short or long-term
memory. Most of these key features are inspired by the bio-
logical counterpart brain and might be the key to balancing
the accuracy and computational cost.

Even though many efforts have been given to integrate
SNNs, ANNs, and biological discovery in different manners
from both software and hardware perspectives, it is still a
big challenge to combine them naturally by resolving some
conflict features of them, including but not limited to dif-
ferent types of learning neurons, architectures, and learning
algorithms. Some researchers try to combine ANN and SNN
in a unified framework by freely setting spike-based and
rate-based neurons towards the artificial general intelligence
under the Tianjic neuromorphic computation platform (Pei
et al. 2019). The Spaun architecture integrates global rate-
based routing algorithms and local spiking neurons to build
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functional brain regions to support more than eight cogni-
tive functions (Eliasmith et al. 2012). Some SNNs try to get
around the non-differential optimization challenge by train-
ing a deep ANN first and then converting it into a spike ver-
sion for achieving high accuracy (Rueckauer et al. 2017).
Then both gradient-based and plasticity-based algorithms
have been proposed to train SNN for different machine-
learning tasks. The SNN using gradient-based algorithms
could usually achieve relatively higher performance, which
we primarily used in this paper. It is generally accepted that,
on the one hand, directly incorporating spiking neurons into
ANNs might make the gradient in BP non-precise, and on
the other hand, the complex inner dynamics of spiking neu-
rons would make the convergence speed slower. However,
the integration of ANNs and SNNs is necessary because gra-
dient learning in ANN has been verified as efficient, and
many key features in SNNs borrowed from natural neural
networks might be the key to reaching biology-like compu-
tational efficiency, flexibility, and robustness.

Hence, this paper integrates some key features from
ANNs and biology to improve SNN. The main contributions
of this paper can be concluded in the following parts.
• First, four spiking neurons with complex dynamics are

designed and used for efficient temporal information pro-
cessing in SNNs, containing the vanilla 1st-order dy-
namics, 1st-order dynamics with adaptive threshold, 2nd-
order dynamics, and double-neuron dynamics with in-
hibitory neurons.

• Second, we borrow the transformer module in ANN and
revise it as a spiking transformer to reduce the computa-
tional cost, without seriously affecting the classification
accuracy. Furthermore, an autoregression network is also
used for the signal decoder.

• Third, a benchmark automatic speech recognition (ASR)
task is used to test the proposed algorithm on its accuracy,
efficiency, and robustness, where the moderate LJSpeech
dataset contains sequential spoken phonemes and words
in a full sentence.

• Fourth, after analyzing, we find that the inter-spike-
interval in SNNs can naturally represent the phoneme
chunk boundaries, representing handling the implicit
rhythm of long and short phonemes by heterogeneous
neuronal dynamics.

Related work
For SNNs, two main research directions are formalized
caused of different goals. One is to understand the biolog-
ical brain better through computer simulation. A spiking-
version adaptive dynamic processing algorithm is designed
for the discrete-time optimization with the Poisson process
(Wei, Han, and Zhang 2021). The two-scale clocks in convo-
lutional spiking neurons are unified and well-tuned with bio-
logically plausible reward propagation (Zhang et al. 2021b).
Another is to achieve the highest performance to move ar-
tificial intelligence further. Population coding at the net-
work scale and spike coding at the neuronal scale were
integrated and exhibited higher performance than ANNs
on continuous-control tasks during reinforcement learning

(Zhang et al. 2022a). An e-prop algorithm was proposed
that incorporated the spiking units and target propagation
for reaching higher performance on both speech recognition
and reinforcement learning (Bellec et al. 2020).

For spatial or temporal information processing, many
methods (Mueller et al. 2021) have been proposed in ANNs.
While in SNNs, different types of meta-dynamic neurons
were designed to support the general spatial and temporal
information processing (Cheng et al. 2020). It has been re-
ported that multisensory integration exists in a single neu-
ron (Stein and Stanford 2008), synapse (Wang et al. 2018),
or different scales of the brain (Pasqualotto, Dumitru, and
Myachykov 2015). The 3-node network motif was used to
represent the feature of biological topology and verified ef-
ficiency in multisensory integration after copying these bio-
logical features to the SNNs (Jia et al. 2022). The dynamic
firing threshold was simulated with one-order dynamics and
exhibited power on temporal information processing (Jia
et al. 2021). The new-general dynamic vision sensor was de-
signed to process spike-based event signals, which showed
the efficient ability to process temporal information with an
extremely high frame rate than the conventional frame-based
cameras (Posch et al. 2014). The efficient spatially temporal
information processing of SNNs has been verified on many
biological and realistic artificial intelligence tasks (Kugele
et al. 2020).

Methods
The overview of our DyTr-SNN is presented in Figure 1.
First, two layers with 1D-convolution kernels are designed
to conduct down-sampling and acoustic modeling of raw
speech features. Second, N layers with spiking transformers
are designed for spatially temporal information encoding.
Each transformer contains 6 blocks, including muti-head
self-attention, first residual-connection, dense layer (fully
connected layer, FC), spiking neuron, dense layer (FC),
and second residual-connection. Third, one layer with 1D-
convolutional kernels is designed to learn context informa-
tion. Fourth, an FC layer is designed to calculate a sequence
of current signals. Fifth, the one layer with complex neu-
ronal dynamics is designed to detect phone chunk bound-
aries and integrate information, where four main types of
neurons are introduced. Finally, the output layer with an
auto-regressive decoder calculates the final output.

The heterogeneity of neuronal dynamics is the most im-
portant module in this study, where the spikes could be de-
tected and represent the phone chunk boundary.

The encoder layer with spiking transformer
The transformer-encoder layer receives the raw speech fea-
tures as network input (see Experiments for more details)
and generates high-dimensional acoustic information rep-
resentations. The whole procedure contains the following
steps.

First, we use a convolutional layer as the front end, which
utilizes a convolution layer with stride 2 to conduct tempo-
ral down-sampling of raw speech features. This process can
reduce the length of temporal feature sequences by using



Figure 1: The overall architecture of the proposed DyTr-SNN.

learned kernel filters to reduce the memory cost for efficient
training.

Second, we use a spiking transformer to improve paral-
lel computing effectively. The raw transformer contains ar-
tificial neurons. It uses scaled dot-product attention to find
the correlation between sub-elements of the input sequence.
It has three inputs: query (Q), key (K), and value (V ).
Since the speech sequence in the ASR task contains com-
plex acoustic information at the phoneme level as well as
semantic information at the word level, in order to map the
sequence to multiple high-level spaces and obtain rich infor-
mation on different scales as much as possible, the selection
of multi-head attention layer is necessary. Then the calcu-
lated multiple self-attention are combined to reach a final
output using a full connection layer.

Recently, many spiking transformer architectures have
been proposed. They highlight spatio-temporal feature fu-
sion (Zhang et al. 2022b), or make ANN-to-SNN conversion
(Mueller et al. 2021). Here we first replace the ReLU acti-
vation function with integration-and-fire (IF) neurons (i.e.,
spiking neurons with simple 1st-order neuronal dynamics)
due to their similarities and then train the SNN transformer
directly. The IF is the simplest type of spiking neuron model
and could be defined as the following Equation:{

Cm
dVk,t

dt = Ik

Vk,t = Vreset, Spike = 1 if(Vk,t > Vth)
, (1)

where Vk,t is the membrane potential for the neuron k at
time t, Cm is the membrane capacitance, Vth is the firing
threshold, Vreset is the reset potential, Spike is the firing
flag. As the current Ik inputs into the neuron k with time
steps, its membrane potential gradually increases and finally
reaches the threshold, meanwhile the neuron will fire a spike
and then be reset to Vreset, waiting for a next firing pro-
cess. The relationship between fire rate in ANN (RANN

i )

and spike trains (generated with IF neuron, V SNN
i ) in SNN

is shown as the following Equation:

R(t) = RANN
i Rmax −

V SNN
i

tVth
, (2)

where the fire rate after conversion is represented as the
temporal firerate R(t), RANN

i is the fire rate value of the
neuron i after the ReLU activation, Rmax is the maximal
firing rate of the ANN, V SNN

i is the membrane potential, t
is the time step.

The simple IF neuron for the boundary detection
The spiking neuron encoder is the most important part af-
ter the spiking transformer. The IF neuron is used to process
temporal acoustic, with the function of membrane potential
accumulation and spike firing in the neuron model, to lo-
cate acoustic boundaries and dynamic information integra-
tion. This special process includes the following 3 steps:

First, a sequence of current signals I = (I1, I2, I3...) is
used to describe the amount of acoustic information calcu-
lated from the sequentially input h = (h1, h2, h3...) during
the spiking transformer layer. A 1-dimensional convolution
is used to capture the local dependency, and then a Sigmoid
function is used to non-linear normalize the signal to scalar
values between 0 and 1.

Second, the current signal I will stimulate a neuron to
generate spikes after a period of membrane-potential accu-
mulation. For example, at the time step t during learning, a
function F (Ik,t, Vk,t−1, ...) of current value Ik,t in the cur-
rent sequence, as well as some other variables such as mem-
brane potential Vk,t−1 at previous step t − 1, will be calcu-
lated first and then added to the previous membrane potential
Vk,t−1 to get the new accumulated membrane potential Vk,t.
This procedure could be described in the following Equa-
tion:



Vk,t = Vk,t−1 + F (Ik,t, Vk,t−1, ...), (3)

where if Vk,t is less than a given threshold Vth, it will still
be used as the previous potential for the next step t + 1, or
otherwise, it will be set as Vk,t − 1, representing a leakage
of membrane potential due to spike firing. The value of 1
here is unimportant since other parameters (e.g, the synaptic
weights) could adapt to it during learning. It can also be de-
scribed as the following Equation, where the time constant
τ is set to 1 for simplicity.

τ
dVt
dt

= F (Ik,t, Vk,t−1, ...). (4)

Notably, various possible expressions here are included in
function F , each representing a kind of neuronal dynamics.
This study will introduce four main dynamic neurons in the
next subsection.

Hence, we can now determine whether an acoustic bound-
ary is located by observing whether there is a spike gener-
ated from the dynamic neurons. If no boundary was located,
we could update the current integrated state with the func-
tion of St = St−1 + Vt · ht for the next step t+ 1. If Vt was
greater than Vth, it means an acoustic boundary is located,
and St should be sent to the next-step decoder module as
the integrated acoustic information corresponding to the cur-
rent token. All these calculations would be repeated until the
network is convergent and the final acoustic representations
sequence is generated at network output.

Spiking neurons with different neuronal dynamics
In this study, four types of neurons are introduced to discuss
their ability for acoustic boundary identification further: (1)
the vanilla 1st-order dynamics, which uses a predefined fir-
ing threshold and is similar to that in the IF neuron; (2) the
1st-order dynamics with an adaptive threshold; (3) the 2nd-
order dynamics; (4) the double-neuron dynamics using an
additional neuron for the feedback inhibition.

The vanilla 1st-order dynamics Neurons with vanilla
1st-order dynamics are similar to the IF neurons, which have
already been proven effective in many types of research
(Dong and Xu 2020; Han et al. 2021, 2022). The description
of the vanilla neuron is shown in the following Equation (5):

dVk,t
dt

= Ik,t, (5)

where Ik,t is the input current to the neuron k, and Vk,t
is the membrane potential. It describes that the membrane
update is only related to the value of the input current, in-
dicating a nearly linear process of membrane potential ac-
cumulation. A schematic diagram depicting the membrane
potential under the vanilla 1st-order dynamics is also shown
in Figure 1.

The 1st-order dynamics using dynamic threshold Un-
like the IF neuron, where the firing threshold is a prede-
fined static threshold value, the neurons with 1st-order dy-
namics using adaptive threshold run further to improve their
dynamic complexity by introducing this special dynamic

threshold which is changed at each step. The additional com-
putation of the dynamic threshold is shown as the following
Equation (6):

Vth,t = αVth,t−1 + Spike ·∆h (6)

where Vth,t is the firing threshold at time step t, and
Vth,t−1 is the threshold at the next step t− 1, α is the decay
coefficiency, ∆h is the jump coefficiency once receiving the
neuronal firing flag Spike. This function describes that the
neuronal threshold will get a jump to increase the difficulty
of firing another spike in a short time. This function could
also be considered temporal masking in the time domain, to
promote firing for sparse spikes or, on the contrary, decrease
firing for dense spikes. This mechanism could provide a
richer dynamic process for inner neurons. A schematic di-
agram depicting the membrane potential under the 1st-order
dynamics using adaptive threshold is also shown in Figure
1.

The 2nd-order dynamics We further discuss some neu-
rons with higher-order dynamics, which have been proven
effective in reinforcement learning (Zhang et al. 2022a). It
means the membrane potential might have more than one
equilibrium state. In this paper, we introduce neurons with
2nd-order dynamics, shown as the following Equation (7):

dVk,t
dt

= a · V 2
k,t + b · Vk,t + c · Ik,t, (7)

V 2
k,t and Vk,t are membrane potentials with different de-

grees of dynamics for the neuron k at time t, a, b and c are
the hyperparameters to represent the corresponding coeffi-
cients of Vk,t. As a result, the dynamic membrane potential
will be attracted or nonstable at some points given a very
small input and will have a non-linear growth given a bigger
input. A schematic diagram depicting the membrane poten-
tial under the 2nd-order dynamics is also shown in Figure
1.

The double-neuron dynamics Double-neuron dynamics
means an excitatory neuron could receive a self-inhibition as
input from another inhibitory neuron. The dynamic changes
of membrane potential for both excitatory (V ) and inhibitory
(U ) neurons are shown as the following Equation (8):{ dVk,t

dt = gV 2
k,t +mUk,t + Ik,t

dUk,t

dt = nUk,t

, (8)

where m and n are hyperparameters for describing the
inhibition strength and self-dynamics of the inhibitory neu-
ron, respectively. The immediate feedback of spikes from
another inhibitory neuron will temporarily block the excita-
tory neuron’s activity for a short time, increasing the scale of
dynamics. A schematic diagram depicting the membrane po-
tential under double-neuron dynamics is also shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Decoder layer
We use the auto-regressive (AR) decoder with a transformer
to post processing the spike trains generated from different



types of dynamic neurons. The probability distribution is fi-
nally calculated as the whole network output.

The global and local learning of DyTr-SNN
The main training algorithm of DyTr-TNN includes two
main parts, i.e., global learning based on the loss function
and local learning based on neuronal coding.

We select 3 loss functions for their fitness of the pro-
posed DyTr-SNN. The cross-entropy loss (LCE) is used to
calculate the probability distribution difference between the
model output and the target sequence. A CTC loss LCTC is
selected to promote acoustic boundaries’ identification ac-
curacy. A quantity loss LQua is used to limit the differences
between the number of boundaries (e.g., the quantity of the
target tokens) and the number of spikes (e.g., the number of
predicted tokens). Then these three loss functions are inte-
grated, shown as the following Equation (9):

Loss = λ1LCE + λ2LCTC + λ3LQua, (9)

where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are hyper-parameters for adjusting
the different importance of these three loss functions. Af-
ter getting Loss, we calculate the gradient of all parameters
and update our model. For spiking neurons, the gradient ap-
proximation trick is used to get around the non-differential
feature of the membrane potential containing spikes (Zhang
et al. 2021b).

While neuron coding uses the learning ability of a single
neuron, which has the complex dynamics mentioned above,
the neuron is placed to position token boundaries from the
continuous speech in the way of membrane potential accu-
mulation and firing under the encoder-decoder framework. It
forwardly integrates the information in the encoded acous-
tic representations and fires the integrated information to the
decoder upon locating a boundary.

Experiments
The proposed DyTr-SNN was evaluated on a non-toy au-
tomatic speech recognition task. The introduction of this
dataset, the related experimental configurations, and the ex-
perimental results are shown in the following sections.

LJSpeech dataset
The LJSpeech (Ito and Johnson 2017) was used in this study
as a non-toy ASR dataset. It is a 24-hour single-speaker
speech dataset comprised of 13,100 short English audio clips
with a sample rate of 22,050 Hz. The reference transcrip-
tions are provided for all audio clips, ranging from 1 to 10
seconds.

We split the original LJSpeech dataset into 12,229 sam-
ples for training, 348 samples for validation, and 523 sam-
ples for testing (Ren et al. 2020). We first extract the 80-
dimension log-Mel spectrogram of these audio clips with
1,024 FFT size, 1,024 window size, and 256 hop length.
Then, we apply global cepstral mean and variance normal-
ization (CMVN) to the extracted acoustic features. Finally,
we use the processed features as the network input. The
corresponding phoneme sequences of LJSpeech audio clips

are used as the training target. To generate the phoneme se-
quences of audio clips, we use the g2pE tool (Park and Kim
2019) to convert transcriptions. The final token set contains
69 phonemes and 4 special tokens: “sp”, “spn”, “eos”, and
“bos”.

Experimental setting
The spiking transformer encoder consists of the convolu-
tional module and the transformer module. The convolu-
tional module has 2 layers followed by a GLU activation
function (Dauphin et al. 2017), with each layer using 1-D
convolution kernels along the time axis with kernel size 5
and stride 2, and the output channels for them are 512 and
1,024, respectively. The transformer module is comprised of
N = 12 self-attention blocks, sharing the same input dimen-
sion (dff = 2048), output dimension (dmodel = 512), and
head numbers (h = 8). The hidden layer of neuronal dy-
namics is a 1-D convolution layer with kernel size 3 and 256
output channels. A decoder layer is a stack of 6 self-attention
blocks, sharing the same parameters of dmodel, dff , and h
as in the encoder layer.

For model training, we apply inverse square root learn-
ing rate scheduler and use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba 2014) with peak learning rate 5e-4, β1=0.9, β2=0.98. λ1,
λ2 and λ3 are set to 1.0, 0.25, and 1.0, respectively. We ap-
ply dropout 0.2 to all self-attention blocks and convolution
layers for model regularisation. We also apply Specaugment
(Park et al. 2019) with LD policy to augment acoustic fea-
tures. For model inference, we use beam search with beam
size 5. To measure the performance, we use phoneme er-
ror rate (PER) as the metric. We implement our models and
methods on Fairseq with PyTorch. The basic implementation
of vanilla 1st-order dynamics is available online1.

Figure 2: Gradually stable trajectories of three parameters.
Gray regions are stable areas.

Pre-learning of dynamic neurons
In order to find the proper parameters of DyTr-SNN, we used
a mini dataset (1/8 of the original training set) in a smaller
network (with a reduced model of 2 transformer encoder lay-
ers and 2 decoder layers) first. Then we applied the parame-
ters to the whole dataset for further adjustment.

The parameters for all dynamics followed the same
pipeline to get the best configurations. For the 2nd-order dy-
namics, we first enable the three parameters (i.e., a, b, and c)

1https://github.com/MingLunHan/CIF-PyTorch

 https://github.com/MingLunHan/CIF-PyTorch


to be updated along with the synaptic weights learning based
on the loss function. During the evolutionary process, these
three parameters converged into (0.1014, -0.0832, 0.9506),
as shown in the recorded trajectory in Figure 2. The α is
0.95, ∆h is 0.1, g is 0.001, m and n are -0.05, for dynamics
in Equations (6) and (8).

Figure 3: Firing patterns of neurons with 1st and 2nd-
dynamics. (A) The vanilla 1st-order dynamics. (B) The 1st-
order dynamics using dynamic threshold, (C) The 2nd-order
dynamics. (D) The diagram depicting the attractor and re-
pulsor is calculated from the 2nd-order dynamics.

After pre-learning, we visualized the firing patterns of
these dynamic neurons by giving a simulated current input
(e.g., a triangle-linear wave with a minimum value of 0.015
and a maximum value of 0.15). For the vanilla 1st-order dy-
namics, we found that the number of spikes was linearly up-
dated with the input current (Figure 3A). For the 1st-order
dynamics using adaptive threshold, we found that the thresh-
old was dynamic and positively correlated with the firing
rate, which caused earlier firings (Figure 3B).

Figure 4: Histogram depicting the PER comparison of the
proposed DyTr-SNN using different neuronal dynamics and
other typical algorithms on the LJSpeech dataset. The PERs
for DyTr-SNN using D1, D1,th, D2, and D2,dou were
9.544±0.047, 9.437±0.115, 9.316±0.029, 9.384±0.030,
respectively.

For the 2nd-order dynamics, we found that the accumu-
lation process of membrane potential was non-linear. The
growth rate was not stable even for that given a constant
input, caused by the more complex dynamics related to its
historical experience (Figure 3C). It could be explained by
the one attractor and one repulsor in the dynamic process
of membrane potential (Figure 3D). The attractor means the

membrane potential will continuously increase or be leaky,
depending on whether it is greater than the attractor. While
on the contrary, it will be called a repulsor.

Lower phoneme error rate (PER)
The phoneme error rate (PER) was selected to judge the per-
formance of the proposed DyTr-SNN and other typical al-
gorithms on LJSpeech. Each experiment was repeated three
times using initial synaptic weights with different random
seeds.

As shown in Figure 4, the four dynamics are called
D1, D1,th, D2, D2,dou respectively for convenience. All
our DyTr-SNNs using any neuronal dynamics achieved
markedly lower PER than the typical algorithm. This result
showed the efficiency of the hybrid integration of the spiking
transformer and spiking neuronal dynamics. Furthermore,
the DyTr-SNN using the 2nd-order dynamics achieved the
highest performance than SNNs using the other three types
of neuronal dynamics. A possible explanation is that a neu-
ron with more complex dynamics can better catch the com-
plex encoding features from the spiking transformer en-
coder. The complex encoding represents the transformer-
like self-attention encoding, where each frame in the trans-
former contains the acoustic mutual information of the other
frames and its self-information.

The multi-head attention network can map the same sig-
nal vector to multiple spaces, representing complex spatial-
temporal information. For example, one phoneme will be
embedded in the entire sentence in many ways, depending
on how it relates to other phonemes. As a result, the output
integrates a variety of possible relationships between the as-
sociated acoustic information. Hence, a neuron with more
spatio-temporal dynamics can better deal with this situation.

Figure 5: Histogram depicting the robustness of DyTr-SNN
using different neuronal dynamics. A, The PER before
and after adding noises into network input. B, The rela-
tive changes of PER before and after giving noises. The
PERs for DyTr-SNN using 4 dynamics were 9.748± 0.060,
10.763± 0.043, 9.745± 0.038, 9.569± 0.048, respectively.
The relative changes were 3.2%, 14.1%, 4.6%, 2.0%.

Stronger robustness
The robust computation in SNNs has been reported many
times in previous studies. Here we test the robustness of the
proposed DyTr-SNN using different neuronal dynamics. We



added a uniform noise ranging from 0 to 0.01 to the net-
work input, and the experimental results are shown in Fig-
ure 5. The performance of networks before and after adding
noises showed that different dynamics exhibited a different
proportion of PER changes (Figure 5A). Furthermore, the
relative PER change of DyTr-SNN using D2,dou was the
lowest compared to other neuronal dynamics, representing
that the D2,dou were more robust than other dynamics.

Figure 6: PER topography contour measured by different
neuronal dynamics (vertical) and the number of layers (hor-
izontal), and computational cost with different model sizes.

Lower computational cost
It is a dilemma that networks with more layers will reach a
higher accuracy but, at the same time, take more computa-
tional costs. In this study, the proposed DyTr-SNN is energy
efficient in the following two aspects: the spiking signals are
more efficient than artificial ones caused of their 0/1 fea-
ture for efficient computation; the more complex neuronal
dynamics will acquire less precoding of information.

The former has been commonly verified in many related
types of research, so we will not further discuss it. Here we
focus on the second one and compare a network using the
different number of hidden layers and dynamic neurons with
different neuronal dynamics. As shown in Figure 6, the PER
topography contour map showed that the PER is gradually
reduced with increased neuronal complexity. A similar con-
clusion is given using an increasing number of transformer
encoder layers. The contour line (marked black) means the
models achieved similar performance (e.g., the model with
D2,dou and 5 transformer layers is similar to that with D1

and 10 transformer layers in PER). The result shows that
the increasing complexity is similar to or equivalent to the
increasing encoder layers.

Analysis of spikes for acoustic boundary location
The important function of the spiking neuron encoder is to
precisely identify the acoustic boundaries at the phoneme
level, using spikes of dynamic neurons as the boundary
flags. An example of a short speech is shown in Figure 7,

which contains a sentence with nine words consisting of 37
phonemes. We select three words to visualize and find that,
compared with the ones before learning, the boundary lo-
cations after training are closer to the label of boundaries.
Here, a more precise positioning means a lower PER and
higher performance.

Figure 7: The visualization of acoustic boundaries on the
Mel-spectrogram at the phoneme level. After training, the
boundary locations (marked yellow lines) are closer to the
label boundaries than the ones before training.

Further discussion on hybrid architectures
Besides combining spiking transformers and dynamic neu-
rons, we run further by integrating artificial transformers and
spiking neurons with neuronal dynamics to achieve much
higher performance. For spiking transformer, algorithm us-
ing D1, D1,th, D2, and D2,dou achieved PER of 9.544 ±
0.047, 9.437 ± 0.073, 9.316 ± 0.029, and 9.384 ± 0.030,
respectively. For artificial transformer, algorithm using D1,
D1,th, D2, and D2,dou achieved PER of 6.805 ± 0.092,
6.692 ± 0.115, 6.455 ± 0.062, and 6.786 ± 0.038, respec-
tively.

Conclusion
The spiking neural network (SNN) contains both neuronal
dynamics and spiking signals for efficient temporal infor-
mation processing. In this study, we extend SNN further by
using complex neurons inspired by the biological brain and
a spiking transformer borrowed from the conventional ar-
tificial transformer neural network. Four types of neuronal
dynamics are proposed and improved SNNs on the hetero-
geneity of dynamics, exhibiting the different performance
of phoneme error rate, robustness, and computational cost.
Further analysis of the linear relationship between the scale
of neuronal complexity and the number of transformer lay-
ers indicates that the brain uses a relatively shallow neu-
ral network with very complex neuronal dynamics for han-
dling different challenging tasks without losing accuracy, ef-
ficiency, and robustness.
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